500c fiat

Pop Hatchback. Pop Cabrio. Select Car. Compare to Front-Wheel Drive. Fuel Economy. City: 28
MPG. Fuel Tank Capacity. Seating Capacity. Cargo Volume with Rear Seat Down. Performance
Specs. Engine and Transmission Engine. Weight and Towing Curb Weight. Fuel and MPG. Fuel
Economy Combined. Fuel Tank Fuel Tank Capacity. Cruising Range City. Cruising Range
Highway. Dimensions and Measurement. Exterior Dimensions Length. Max Width. Front Width.
Rear Width. Ground Clearance. Interior Space Seating Capacity. Front Seat Leg Room. Front
Seat Headroom. Front Seat Shoulder Room. Front Seat Hip Room. Rear Seat Leg Room. Rear
Seat Headroom. Rear Seat Shoulder Room. Rear Seat Hip Room. Wheels and Suspension.
Steering Steering Type. Turning Diameter. Wheels Wheels Type. Aluminum Wheels. Front Wheel
Size. Rear Wheel Size. Suspension Front Suspension. Rear Suspension. Torsion Beam. Tires
Front Tire. Rear Tire. Colors and Materials. Standard Exterior Colors. Optional Exterior Colors.
Features and Options. Infotainment Bluetooth Connection. Premium Sound System. Satellite
Radio. Auxiliary Audio Input. MP3 Player. Interior Trim Bucket Seats. Cloth Seats. Leather
Steering Wheel. Not Available. Comfort Navigation System. Steering Wheel Audio Controls.
Power Mirror s. Climate Control. Cruise Control. Keyless Entry. Safety Features Back-Up
Camera. Rear Parking Aid. Tire Pressure Monitor. Brake Assist. Stability Control. Traction
Control. Airbags Driver Air Bag. Front Head Air Bag. Front Side Air Bag. Knee Air Bag.
Passenger Air Bag. Rear Head Air Bag. Warranty Summary Basic. Roadside Assistance. Now
Buzzing. Fiat Fiat c. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. The Fiat
answers a very specific question: What do you buy if you want a tiny car that combines a bit of
nostalgia with distinct European styling? As a two-door subcompact, the is certainly small. And
with styling cues that clearly harken back to the original Fiat of the s, it's got the nostalgia and
styling angle handled. But how does it do as a modern daily driver? That answer isn't as rosy.
To the 's credit, it's one of the easiest cars you'll ever park. Its scant dimensions make it ideal
for crowded cities, and its nimble nature lends an advantage in traffic. Unfortunately, those
same dimensions mean your people-carrying space is limited. Most adults in the front seat will
be relatively comfortable, but the back seat is basically a glorified shelf. The trunk is just as
small. Under the hood, the gets an equally tiny turbocharged 1. It provides a certain amount of
personality that helps the feel eager and spritely around town, but the reality is that the is still
one of the slowest cars in the segment. Fuel economy is disappointing as well. Ultimately, the
Fiat is an interesting option for subcompact shoppers, but it's not our first choice. Competitors
are less expensive in many cases and offer more amenities. If you need a bit more space, we
recommend looking at four-door subcompacts such as the Kia Rio or the Honda Fit. And if
you've got your heart set on a two-door city car, we suggest looking at the standard Mini
Cooper or even an electric Fiat e, which we prefer to the gasoline-powered model. The Fiat is a
small city car with seating for four, although the rear seats are only suitable for very small
children. It's available as a two-door hatchback or convertible Fiat calls this the C that uses
fixed roof rails and a folding center portion. Three trim levels are available: Pop, Lounge and
Abarth. All three trims are powered by a turbocharged 1. A five-speed manual transmission is
standard, while a six-speed automatic is optional. In the Pop and Lounge models, the engine
produces horsepower and pound-feet of torque. Abarth models receive a modest but noticeable
power bump: hp and lb-ft. The Pop convertible also comes with rear parking sensors. The
Lounge trim is a bit more luxury-oriented so it includes all of the above, plus chrome exterior
trim, a fixed glass roof, rear parking sensors, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, automatic
climate control, heated front seats, leather upholstery and satellite radio. At the top of the Fiat
food chain is the performance-focused Abarth. It includes the parking sensors from the Lounge
and adds a more powerful engine, a rear spoiler, sportier suspension tuning, upgraded brakes
with red-painted calipers, a performance exhaust system, distinctive exterior and interior styling
tweaks, premium cloth upholstery, a leather-wrapped shift knob, a sport steering wheel and
front floor mats. Some of the Lounge's extra features can be added to the Pop and the Abarth as
options. Other notable options include a Edition package special colors and badging , a sunroof
for coupe models, inch wheels for the Abarth, a BeatsAudio sound system, a navigation system,
and a variety of exterior and interior styling enhancements. What I like best is the feeling of
safety. That may seem paradoxical for such a small car. But being able to manouevre quickly
whilst using little space is the easiest way to avoid other cars and obstacles. Quite love it.
Article missed the mark. Abarth owners don't buy this car for the vanilla conveniences of an
ordinarily car. Engine drone??? This is Carl Abarth's signature exhaust sound. Fast no, quick
yes, and you'll be hard pressed to find a better deal for track performance off the floor. This is
an Italian car enthusiast's entry level dream. The Fiat racing heritage transferred well to this
modern Cinquecento, Ciao! You can't have more fun for the price. It's very reliable, has a robust
network of aftermarket vendors, and it never loses its appeal. Highly underrated by the market.
The top is brilliant: it still maintains body rigidity with no cowl shake. There is also far more

visibility than the Mini, especially when the top is up. July still own it and still a great
experience. The Abarth will be one of the funnest cars you will ever drive. It is not super quick,
but it feels super quick and has a very solid suspension. The base is just. The Abarth drives like
an angry hornet. Reliability has been terrific. Write a review. See all 8 reviews. Between the and
the Mini Hardtop, our choice is definitely the Mini. The Mini is roomier and more powerful yet is
still nimble enough for easy parking. You'll have to pay more to get a Hardtop, but but we think
it's worth the cost. The Kia Soul is completely redesigned for But in the last year of this
generation, we still recommend the Kia Soul over the Fiat Sure, it's larger and has four doors,
but the Kia Soul is still small and maneuverable. Plus, it's priced reasonably and has a more
appealing mix of features. Full of modern tech and lots of standard features, the Kia Rio is one
of our favorite small hatchbacks. It has sporty handling characteristics along with an affordable
price. It is also well-built for such an inexpensive car. As is the case with the Soul, the Rio is
four doors, so it won't fit in some of the same tiny places that the Fiat will. Available styles
include Pop 2dr Hatchback 1. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the FIAT and
all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to
sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about
any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the FIAT and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the featuring deep
dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds
also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive
reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial
team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles
through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to their
competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different ways
people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families and
our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want
to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of car
you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the FIAT Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles,
including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price paid,
warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Competitors Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Which does Edmunds recommend? With only three available trim levels,
choosing your particular Fiat should be relatively easy. The entry-level Pop might be tempting,
but we think the best pick is the midlevel Lounge trim. It's a significant price difference, but you
get lots of extras that make the more livable, such as automatic climate control, leather
upholstery, rear parking sensors, and heated front seats. While it may be nimble and
maneuverable, the definitely isn't sporty. Even the Abarth model, with horsepower, can spin the
front tires at full throttle but instrumented acceleration numbers are less impressive. Limitations
to the seat and steering wheel adjustability compromise comfort, and the contouring of the front
seat will bother some drivers. The lack of adequate elbow padding and the drone of the engine
and exhaust further hurt comfort scores. The ride quality is decent enough. While the 's
minimalist interior has a certain retro design appeal, it also serves to limit the functionality of
many systems. The limited passenger space leaves it trailing rivals by a considerable margin.
The cabriolet's trunk only measures 5. The tiny opening hampers usefulness. It's a struggle to
get a carry-on suitcase to fit. Interior storage is minimal, with shallow door pockets and
cramped cupholders. Sponsored cars related to the ParkView Rear Backup Camera Displays an

image of the area directly behind the car in the central touchscreen. Hill Start Assist Keeps the
brakes applied even after you let your foot off the pedal while on a hill to prevent rolling
backward. Side Impact Test Good. Fiat vs. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds
experts tested the both on the road and at the track. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the has 9. And then there's
safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the FIAT is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare
the 's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the FIAT is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and
feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the is a good car for you. Check
back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other
versions include: Pop 2dr Hatchback 1. If you're interested in the FIAT , the next question is,
which model is right for you? What do people think of the FIAT ? Edmunds Expert Reviews
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the FIAT and all
model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Which FIAT s are available in my area? Can't
find a new FIAT s you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Check out FIAT lease specials. Sign Up. With a new mild hybrid engine the long-serving Fiat C
has a little extra spring in its step and is a little â€” if not dramatically â€” more efficient than.
Jon Quirk drives the refreshed Fiat C Convertible and finds out if it still retains its retro-chic
charm. Read the Fiat C convertible - car review by Auto Trader's motoring experts, covering
price, specification, running costs, practicality, safety. Fiat Cs offer a top speed range between
99mph and mph, depending on the version. According to the official figures, the Fiat C's fuel
economy ranges between 43mpg and 74mpg. Learn more about car tax bands. Fiat C. Fiat 1.
Fiat C 0. Fiat C 1. Fiat C Convertible - review With a new mild hybrid engine the long-serving Fiat
C has a little extra spring in its step and is a little â€” if not dramatically â€” more efficient than
03 Apr Fiat C convertible â€” review Read the Fiat C convertible - car review by Auto Trader's
motoring experts, covering price, specification, running costs, practicality, safety 19 Nov What
is the top speed of the Fiat C? Filter Results. New Search Filter Results. Latest Offers First.
Search for Fiat c in your location. Please enter your ZIP code. Beardmore Hyundai. Select
Imports 2. Houston Direct Auto. Schlossmann's Dodge City of Milwaukee. Johnson City Ford.
Jarrett-Gordon Ford, Inc. Contact For Price. Babb Ford Sales, Inc. Schmit Bros Auto, Inc. Dave
Smith Motors. Cass Burch Chrysler. Bleecker Chry-Dodge-Jeep Inc. Vaughn
Chrysler-Jeep-Dodge, Inc. Shively Motors of Shippensburg. Chuck Stevens Automotive, Inc.
Jarrett-Gordon Ford Winter Haven. Miracle Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram. Fiat c By Trim. Other Fiat
Models. Popular Searches. Fiat c With A 1. Blue Fiat c For Sale. Brown Fiat c For Sale. Beige
Fiat c For Sale. White Fiat c For Sale. Green Fiat c For Sale. Red Fiat c For Sale. Gray Fiat c For
Sale. Silver Fiat c For Sale. Black Fiat c For Sale. Blue Fiat c Abarth For Sale. Gray Fiat c Abarth
For Sale. Beige Fiat c Abarth For Sale. White Fiat c Abarth For Sale. Silver Fiat c Abarth For
Sale. Similar Cars. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. Fiat c Easy
Cabrio. Fiat c Lounge Cabrio. Fiat c Pop Cabrio. Advanced Search. Fiat C Cars in Mansfield.
Request Details. Fiat C - Mansfield , Massachusetts - Gas - - 56, miles. Exterior color: bianco
white , interior color: ivory interior, body: convertible, engine: gas i4 1. Fiat C - Lewisville, Texas
- Gas - - 56, miles. Exterior color: bianco perla pearl white tri-coat , interior color: ivory interior,
body: convertible, engine: 1. Similar: Fiat c lewisville. Exterior color: rhino clearcoat, interior
color: nero black , body: convertible, engine: 1. Lbs fuel: gas. Similar: Fiat c fort worth. Fiat C Carrollton, Texas - Gas - - 84, miles. Similar: Fiat c carrollton. Similar: Fiat c el paso. Fiat C Houston, Texas - Gas - - 64, miles. Exterior color: rame copper , interior color: nero black , body:
convertible, engine: 1. Similar: Fiat c houston. Fiat C - Stafford, Texas - Gas - - 18, miles.
Exterior color: nero black , interior color: black interior, body: convertible, engine: 1. Similar:
Fiat c stafford. Fiat C - Houston, Texas - Gas - - 35, miles. Exterior color: nero puro straight
black , interior color: black, body: convertible, engine: 1. Fiat C - Austin, Texas - Gas - - 79,
miles. Exterior color: verde azzurro blue-green , interior color: nero black , body: convertible,
engine: 1. Similar: Fiat c austin. Fiat C - Dallas, Texas - Gas - - 75, miles. Similar: Fiat c dallas.
Fiat C - Schertz, Texas - Gas - - 66, miles. Exterior color: grigio cenre, interior color: nero black ,
body: convertible, engine: premium unleaded i-4 1. Similar: Fiat c schertz. Fiat C - Houston,
Texas - Gas - - 57, miles. Exterior color: bianco white , interior color: ivory interior, body:
convertible, engine: 1. Fiat C - Stafford, Texas - Gas - - 29, miles. Exterior color: verde chiaro
light green , interior color: avorio ivory , body: convertible, engine: 1. Fiat C - Dallas, Texas Gas - - 45, miles. Exterior color: bianco white , interior color: black, body: convertible, engine: 1.
Fiat C - Plano, Texas - Gas - - 9, miles. Exterior color: grigio gray , interior color: black interior,

body: convertible, engine: 1. Similar: Fiat c plano. Fiat C - Conroe, Texas - Gas - - 9, miles.
Exterior color: rosso red , interior color: nero black , body: convertible, engine: 1. Similar: Fiat c
conroe. Exterior color: luce blu light blue , interior color: avorio ivory , body: convertible,
engine: 4 cylinder engine, fuel: gas. Similar: Fiat c league city. Fiat C - Belton, Texas - Gas - - 54,
miles. Similar: Fiat c belton. Fiat C - Longview, Texas - - 55, miles. Clean carfax, carfax single
owner, great gas mileage. Bianco white fiat c pop fwd six gear aisin f auto 1. Similar: Fiat c
longview. Fiat C - Austin, Texas - - , miles. Two owner no accident good condition fiat pop two
door convertible with k miles. Automatic transmission cold ac clear title nice condition Fiat C Bryan, Texas - - 34, miles. Toyotacall today today x nero puro straight black fiat c Similar: Fiat c
bryan. Fiat C - Harlingen, Texas - - 18, miles. Similar: Fiat c harlingen. Fiat C - San Antonio,
Texas - - , miles. Visit kon tiki auto sales online at Similar: Fiat c san antonio. Fiat C - Houston,
Texas - - 93, miles. Grigio gray fiat c abarth fwd 5-speed c manual 1. Fiat bridges the gap
between the sportier, pricier mini cooper and the more Fiat C - Carrollton, Texas - - 56, miles.
Please visit our website Fiat C - Plano, Texas - - 19, miles. Introducing the love your car
guarantee from carmax! Fiat C - Austin, Texas - - 59, miles. Located in plano, tx. Now you can
Fiat C - Houston, Texas - Gasoline - - 57, miles. This car is much roomier on the inside than you
would ever guess from looking at the outside and is extremely reliable and fun to drive. The
cornering ability Mansfield 1. One week ago. One month ago. Gas 1. With Pictures 1. Fiat 1.
Related searches: fiat c texas , fiat c mansfield with pictures. Designed to outperform all other
Plug and Play Performance Modules or your money back! The best just got better! Improve
throttle response and eliminate throttle lag. Find out why this is one of the best selling and
reviewed upgrades available for your FIAT. The best performance upgrades for your FIAT and
the best deal around! You are always great and you guys have earned all of my business! I just
paid via PayPal so you should be all set. I love this site and your products are amazing. I am
happy with all of these amazing things people can add to their Fiats! This is the definite
one-stop shop for anything you want or need to put AND keep your car in tip-top shape! With
the MM module work amazing. Thank you guys you are the best. Thanks again and look forward
to doing business with you. Thank you very much Art. Your help has been top class man. I will
definitely refer you to anyone who may be looking for something. I received an e-mail this
morning indicating my parts had shipped. You have a Customer for Life. It was great meeting
everyone in your shop. Keep up the good work. Your shop and service is top notch. I couldn't
be more pleased. Thanks to you, Rachel, John, Joseph, and the entire team! I walked out with a
brand new car. Going straight to you guys for everything going forward the middle men
constantly drop the ball. Model Please Select. Year Please Select. Our goal at MADNESS
Autoworks is to provide you, our fellow enthusiast with the very best in products and services
at reasonable prices with a personal touch. We treat our customers like family members and do
our best to make sure every one of our customers gets the very best treatment possible. Read
more About Us. What People are Saying. Sean M. Rocco Cosentino. Khalil Williams. Cristiano
Minchio. Jose Aponte. Joe De Vivo. Bob Powell. Gerald Johnson. IMO, the service is top end all
the way, and the product I bought is absolutely awesome! C Thrasher. Charles Matthai. Nick
Roman. Your One Stop Shop! High quality parts, accessories, installation and customizing
services. Shop Now. Beyond the Internet We stock thousands of parts in our locations and
install on premises. View our new Texas location! Don't see an item online? If there is an item
you need, but you do not see it in our online store, contact us directly! Bottom line, if you don't
see it, please contact us directly and we will be glad to assist. Contact Us. Lowest Price
Guarantee We won't be beat! Found it for less? We'll beat it! Find out More. Take your car to the
next level! From mild to wild, we can do it all! Whether you are looking for a personal one of a
kind car that will be the envy of your friends and fellow enthusiasts or want to create a custom
car to help promote your company. View Customized Cars. View Latest Meetup. Need
installation, customization or service assistance? We'll be glad to help! More Information. If
there is something special that you are looking for that we do not stock have no fear! We can
source just about any part or accessory for you. In addition, we have a Lowest Price Guarantee
and offer installation on premises. We have customized 's and 's of cars for company
promotion, celebrities, TV shows, car collectors, and most importantly enthusiaists like you. We
can assist you with something as simple as installing a Custom Exhaust System or fully
transforming your stock FIAT to a real head turner. Set you FIAT apart from the croud. Let us
know the theme or look you are going for or allow us to suggest some options. We will work
with you to design a concept that will allow you to visualize what your FIAT "can" look like. If
you like what you see, we have the means and the knowledge to take it from concept to reality.
Let us help you personalize your favorite ride. Learn More. Spicewood, TX Signal Hill, CA All
right reserved. We are an independent company and are not affiliated with Stellantis, FCA, Fiat,
Abarth or any of their affiliated companies. Any references herein to vehicles or parts

manufactured, distributed, or sold by them are done only to identify those vehicles for which we
provide aftermarket parts or services or parts that we resell for aftermarket purposes. We are
not licensed to use any trademarks or service marks owned by Stellantis, FCA, Fiat, Abarth or
any of their affiliates. Design and style have always been the Fiat 's greatest advantage over its
rivaling subcompact alternatives, so why not add even more flair and feature the range with an
available convertible soft-top. Under the hood, the entire range, except for the Abarth, keeps its
1. A five-speed manual transmission is standard on all trims with a six-speed automatic
available. Will compounding on the Fiat's iconic retro-Italian styling keep the microcar on par
with its rivals, or will its appeal slowly falter with its lack of practicality and performance? This
year the range has been elevated with inch wheels over the previous edition's standard inch
wheels and has received some light body-color front and rear fascia restyling along with a
handful of new interior and exterior color options. To complement the exhaust system and
performance brakes, the suspension has been sport-tuned to enhance maneuverability and
handling on the FWD micro-hatch within city streets. An updated variation of the Retro Edition
is also available for the MY19 line-up, the Cabrio getting a black soft-top and unique interior and
exterior styling cues. The Cabrio models all come standard with rear park assist systems to
mitigate the visibility issues presented with the soft-top. The retractable power-folding soft-top
is designed with a dual-layer cloth that runs between the roofing frames of the C, and is
available in three colors, Bordeaux, Beige and Nero Black. The body has been given a more
aggressive lower front and rear fascia design, and front fog lamps. Maintaining its minuscule
stature the C spans only It stands at The Cabrio-styled models are slightly heavier than the
hatchback models, with the manual transmission models weighing 2, pounds and the automatic
variations at 2, lbs. All trims are also stock front-wheel-drive with a five-speed manual gearbox
and an optional six-speed automatic gearbox. The Fiat 's new turbocharged engine is best
suited to the manual transmission which helps mitigate the minor bouts of turbo lag
experienced under throttle application and doesn't exhibit the listless shift changes of the
automatic. Its high levels of torque make the C a great city slicker, but its lack of power renders
it inefficient at highway speeds. Fiat has improved the C from last year with enhanced handling
systems including the sport-tuned suspension and performance brakes. Combined with its
small nature the is highly maneuverable, easy to park, and excels at handling within the city
environment. That considered, the suspension and short wheelbase make for an uncomfortable
ride, barely absorbing even minor abrasions and uneven road surfaces, only getting worse at
higher speeds. The Cabrio is noisy and feels tall and top-heavy, making for slow turns and the
need for cautious driving. The turbocharged engine has improved passing power and
acceleration but exhibits bouts of turbo lag off-the-line and demands a lot of revs for sufficient
power. In terms of steering, road-feel is non-communicative, but, along with the clutch, is light
and responsive. All-in-all the C should be treated as a stylish luxury-mobile, best suited to terse
city streets and for short commutes. Considering the Fiat C's minuscule dimensions and small
engine, fuel efficiency is relatively disappointing, especially when compared to its rivals. With a
fuel tank capacity of Seating capacity is limited to four persons, space up front is ample but
seating in the rear is minimal. The convertible soft-top provides more headroom for rear
passengers but legroom remains inadequate for adults, rendering the rear seats suitable only
as an expansion to the trunk for additional storage space or for seating small children. Steering
and seating adjustability are limited, minimizing comfort and suitable positioning behind the
wheel and pedals. The Cabrio's trunk is extremely limited and barely useable, measuring a
measly 5. Due to the limited trunk space, the C doesn't receive a spare tire. Not much more is
offered in terms of cargo space, with only a reasonably spacious glovebox. Other
compartments are however minimal, comprising of shallow door panel pockets, tiny
cupholders, and seat-back map pockets behind the front seats. Standard features with the C
include keyless locking and unlocking, power windows and door locks, height adjustable driver
and passenger seats, a leather-wrapped tilt-adjustable steering wheel with radio controls,
hill-start assist, cruise control, air conditioning, a rearview backup camera, and most notably,
rear parking sensors as standard. Moving up from the Pop trim to the Lounge and Retro Edition,
standard features are supplemented with an auto-dimming rearview mirror, automatic climate
control, heated front seats, and leather upholstery. The Cabrio's power-operated convertible
soft-top features three opening positions from closed to slightly open to fully dropped, greatly
limiting rearward visibility in the latter position. The infotainment system in the C is nothing to
brag about, featuring basic connectivity and limited tech functionality. The five-inch
touchscreen features the outdated Uconnect three infotainment interface hooked up to a
six-speaker Alpine audio system. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto functionality are not
supported by the system, which is disappointing considering the fun and youthful appeal of the
car, but includes a one-year trial subscription to SiriusXM satellite radio. Integrated voice

command and Bluetooth are supported and the media hub features an auxiliary port and two
USB ports that enable device integration and charging. Optional infotainment packages include
a navigation and satellite group and a Beats premium audio system group with seven speakers
including an eight-inch subwoofer. For there have been no complaints recorded and no recalls
for the Fiat C, with the derivatives being the latest subjected to recalls. Power has estimated a
class average score of three out of five in predicted reliability for the C, making it fairly more
reliable than its older models. The frontal crash and rollover resistance evaluations were
concluded, in which the C earned four stars in both. The IIHS awarded the C with the highest
score of Good in most metrics, other than in the small front overlap test in which it scored Poor.
If unrivaled style is the number one priority on your list, then the Fiat C's iconic retro-Italian
design now topped off with a classy convertible soft-top is going to be your best option in the
subcompact offering. That is, however, all of what the C has to offer, falling short in both
performance and practicality compared to its rivals. It is the C's small size and light weight
dimensions that make it such an excellent city vehicle, granting it exemplary handling dynamics
and maneuverability, but at the same time starving it of comfort and practicality in its limited
space. With the same size and handling advantages as the C, the two-door Mini Cooper
Convertible delivers more power than the Fiat and offers far superior interior quality and
features. The C is not the best vehicle in its class, but its endearing character will make
occupants feel that it is. Prices have increased slightly from last year as a result of the new
turbocharged engine. Taking into account the general discomfort offered by the C, opting for
the Lounge or Retro Edition with the additional comfort features makes sense. These comfort
features include leather-trimmed seats, heated front seats, and air conditioning with automatic
temperature controls. The Lounge and Retro Edition differ only cosmetically to one another so
either trim can be selected based on subjective appreciation. With the styling and design focus
of the Retro Edition though, selection based on looks make it a winner. That being said, opting
for the higher level trims does come at a higher price, and considering the very basic
advancement in features from the base trim and equivalent performance specs throughout, you
wouldn't be missing much settling for the C Pop. Standard features at the base-level include
inch aluminum wheels and bi-function halogen projector headlamps, while on the inside the
Pop offers cloth seats, air conditioning, cruise control, and a five-inch touchscreen infotainment
system. What makes the Mini Cooper Convertible such a considerable rival to the C is, next to
its also miniature size and retro-European styling, it's one of the only alternative microcar
convertibles available. The more expensive Mini does, however, offer a lot more than the C,
holding appreciable features such as Apple CarPlay, a bigger 8. Its premium quality cabin is set
up with high-end materials, and it's driving dynamics are far sportier and superior to that of the
C. Though also limited in passenger and storage space the Mini Cooper Convertible is only
marginally more expensive and offers better fuel efficiency and reliability scores than the C,
making it the better choice of the two. If practicality is higher on your list than style, then the
less-likable MPV-ish styling of the Honda Fit won't be a concern with its class-leading comfort
and interior space. The Honda features far more storage capacity with its larger trunk and magic
back seats that offer a range of configurations geared towards practicality and storage. The Fiat
does hold slightly more power than the Honda's horsepower engine but is again beaten in terms
of fuel economy with the Honda also leading in its class. The Honda Fit is not available as a
convertible, however, only receiving a moonroof in its upper-level trims. The C may offer more
fun and style, but the Honda Fit delivers superior benefits overall, particularly in practicality and
efficiency. Check out some informative Fiat c video reviews below. Home Cars Fiat Fiat c. Best
Deals on c. See All c For Sale. Pros and Cons An innovative three-position soft top Attractive
retro-Italian design High quality and easy-to-use infotainment system Spritely and
maneuverable Good value for money. Limited storage and passenger space Below average fuel
economy for its class Rearview visibility is reduced with the soft-top retracted Cheap-looking
interior materials. Dimensions Maintaining its minuscule stature the C spans only Length
Wheelbase Height Max Width Front Width Rear Width Engine and Transmission A 1. Handling
and Driving Impressions Fiat has improved the C from last year with enhanced handling
systems including the sport-tuned suspension and performance brakes. Fuel Tank Capacity.
Fuel Economy. Seating and Interior Space Seating capacit
chevy truck alternator
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y is limited to four persons, space up front is ample but seating in the rear is minimal. Seating
capacity. Front Leg Room Front Head Room Rear Leg Room Rear Head Room Features
Standard features with the C include keyless locking and unlocking, power windows and door

locks, height adjustable driver and passenger seats, a leather-wrapped tilt-adjustable steering
wheel with radio controls, hill-start assist, cruise control, air conditioning, a rearview backup
camera, and most notably, rear parking sensors as standard. Infotainment The infotainment
system in the C is nothing to brag about, featuring basic connectivity and limited tech
functionality. Check out other Fiat Styles. Fiat c Popular Comparisons. Fiat c News. Fiat Now
Buzzing. Change Style: Abarth c c Abarth e. Change Year: Fiat c For Sale. Fiat Convertibles. Fiat
Small Cars. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. Pop Cabrio.
Front-Wheel Drive. Retro Cabrio. Lounge Cabrio. Mini Cooper Convertible. Honda Fit.

